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New draft center
aides area men

-i g«jmim
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PARKING COMMITTEE PROPOSAL-Above is a
plan of the proposals which would help eliminate

mony University parking problems,

Commission studies problems
of University parking areas
By Daneene Fry
Editor
Members of the University
Parking Committee are now awaiting word concerning the action to
be taken on their recommendations
which are expected to solve the
parking problems prevalent on
campus.
According to K.H. McFall, vice
president for administration, the
proposals of the twelve-man committee have been submitted to
President Jerome for consideration.
The committee members are
chairman Robert W. Hohn, professor of music and member of
the Faculty Senate Executive Committee; Robert C. Achterm.wn,
representative of the Security Department; John Gibson, supervisor, parking services; Frank
Howe, maintenance services;
Joseph Martini, assistant bursar;
A.I. Mllllron, director of auxiliary services; and Edward Ward,
assistant to the vice president of
student affairs; and Mc Fall.
Student representatives to the
committee are Raymond Froeilch,
senior In Education; RobertOlson,
sophomore In Business Administration; Dennis Johnson, graduate
student; and Thomas Sayers, Junior
In Liberal Arts.
The firm of Barton-Aschman
Associates was brought In to help
study the parking problems and
those of traffic flow In regard
to the University.

The final factor for Improvement
The proposals call for a peof facilities Is the attempt to
destrian campus which would
minimize the user group conflicts,
enable students to travel to any
such -as those between faculty and
destination on campus without the
commuters, via control, communiworry of traffic. Service entrances
cation and a facility functional diand fire lanes would be provided
vision for the University.
but the University would employ
"In general, we've learned you
primarily, perimeter traffic.
don't mix faculty and student
"We don't want Bowling Green
parking because eventually one will
University to become acres of
black top so we've stratlglcally push the other out," continued McFall.
placed these lots," explained McThe committee recommends the
Fall.
The opening of the new Psy- addition of at least 150 spaces In
the academic core. Improvement
chology Bjlldlng will necessitate
In efficiency to reduce encroachat least 50 more faculty and staff
ment of commuting students Into
parking spaces, and the same will
be true when the Life Science facilities reserved for other users,
and a certain, balanced system of
Building Is completed.
equal replacement of any facilities
Several factors have been cited
removed for lha pjrposo o'. •!•
as objectives for Improved parking
facilities. One of these is the , pansion.
have been drawn UD
plan to Increase the parking space buildProposals
a new 300-space parking fasupply In equal response to the de- cility for commuters In a lot north
mand for these new spaces.
of the University Health Center.
Another suggestion Is to locate
The lot beside the Student Sernew or re-locate the old parking vices Building, (N,14) which Is now
facilities In a manner consistent reserved for faculty, staff and
with the long-range campus plan- commuting students, would be prining. This procedure Is designed marily reserved for faculty and
to help eliminate future problems staff members. A few spaces for
as well as those of the present. visitors would also be maintained
The third factor suggests an ex- in this faculty.
panded range of service facilities
Another parking facility, to be
Including visitor and conference located behind the cemetery (5),
spaces designated specifically for Is also being proposed. The Unithese purposes.
versity would extend Merry Street
Another proposal suggests an In- to provide a means of access to
crease In the number of conven- the lot, and this facility would be
ient spaces for user groups In reserved primarily for comthe various locations.
muters. Here, however, there
would be a few spaces for faculty
members Included In that area,
located on the western edge of the
lot.
Commuter parking would also be
provided In the Ice Arena lot
(10), behind the University power
plant, near McDonald Quadrangle
(3,5,7), near harshman Quadrangle
92), and In the lot near the handball courts (K).
continued on page 3
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A draft information center has recently been established in Bowling
Green to help draft-age men learn
more about their rights in regard
to selective service.
The Northwestern Ohio Draft Information Center is under the
direction of Don Baldwin, former
BGSU student, and John Hoi Ian, who
will be teaching this fall In Denlson, Ohio.
"We started the draft center
because we though! there was a
great need for a source of information for draft-age men," stated
Baldwin. "The selective service in
this country seriously affects the
lives of thirty-three million American males."
"Selective service legislation
has been found to be one of the
most complicated pieces to ever
get through Congress," Baldwin
continued.
"There Is so much
misinformation floating around that
I thought there was a definite need "We felt there was a definite
for an Information center."
need for a source of information.
He indicated that one of the most
(Photos

Don Baldwin

serious needs Is to make draftage men more aware of their rights
and statutory opportunities concerning the draft. "Our purpose
Is to know and understand the technicalities and to disseminate this
Information to the men."

by

Mike McCullough)

Baldwin first began studying se lectlve service Information approximately one year ago. He attended
a training seminar for this topic
at Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey, last spring. The center
has been open two weeks.
"One thing that very few men
understand Is their appeal rights,"
stated Baldwin. "Many times It's
the first thing a man wants to know
when he comes In." He indicated
that although the process of appealing Is a complicated one, It could
mean the difference between life
and death.
He suggested that the procedure
to appeal a draft classification
would follow three basic steps. The
man would first make a personal
appearance before his own draft
board, and then he could follow up
the appeal to tin state appeals
board. In some cases a man could
receive a hearing before a presidential appeals board.
"In addition to the official appeals
there are other unofficial ways to
appeal classifications through
various channels," said Baldwin.
He Indicated that one of the prime
continued on oaee 4
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Seniors
Persons who e x p e c t to receive a baccalaureate degree In
August, 1969, and have not Hied
for graduation should do so Immediately In Room 110 of the
Administration Building.
EVERYONE ON VACATION?--Faculty lots like these annoy many
commuting students.

w

LOOKING FOR OPEN SPACE-Som. lots hove tuck a large demand that users must search diligently for a parking space.
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editorial
Parking proposals
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August
Thoughts

By TOM SHELLEY
see mankind wallowing In the blindGuest Columnist
ness of his present day situation.
8/18/68. KathySkeryl was busted I weep to see humanity blind to his
A scries pf proposals concerning the massive parking difficulties
own beauty. To see men killing
on campus has recently! been submitted to President Jerome for Thursday afternoon for handing out
"obscene" literature in the Union. one another for ideologies, reconsideration.
The question is raised In my mind ligions, ideas or values. There is
Although the University Parking Committee has not provided mea- as to what Is obscene? That which no excuse for killing another man
Is obscene is that which is "dis- and certainly none for killing our
sures that will please all persons of the University community, it
gusting to the senses" or that which fellow men for symbols and absurd
has drawn up some proposals which will definitely help in solving
is "abhorrent to morality or vir- humanly constructed abstractions!
this serious problem.
tue". I have certain reservations I hope to spend my life liberating
The addition of new parking facilities is desperately needed,
as to the validity of these dictionary men from their Ignorance of one
definitions of obscenity. Being a another and to destroying the artiami the proposals call for these additions. There are also some
good humanist, I must incorporate ficial barriers that men have estafacilities presently in use which are in need of repair. We should
my view of what is obscene into my blished that prevent them from
like to urge ihe administration to take steps necessary for the repersonal philosophy.
loving one another and thus prevent
pair and maintenance of these facilities, as well as adding new
To me, words are not obscene. the end of w^rs and civil strife.
facilities.
8/16/68. I Just realized that it's
Words are only abstractions, symbols, constructions of the human Friday. What a bitch! I must be
The proposal to charge faculty and staff members for their demind.
I cannot get very upset losing my mind or else It's later
cals, as well as charging the students seems a fair way to provide
over symbols! If one has heard than hell—"but it's lever too late,"
the necessary funds for construction and repair of parking facilia word like "(deleted)" for ex- or is it? Sometimes I wonder If
ties. The responsibility of maintenance <cisis belongs to the "uI think on all
ample, and knows what it means, It Isn't "too late"
there is no sense in getting upset the groovy bigs I have been In in
sers" of the facilities.
over how the word Is used. Just the past and wish sometimes that
We urge the administration to avoid the possibility of this issue
being "studied to death" because, although some muy consider the like I don't get upset over how I was where it was at a few month!
the words "tire", "cat", and ago or a year ago or yesterday or
issue somewhat trivial, it is not and should not be treated as such. "chair" are used. They are all somewheres where I ain't.
It's
so sad that time "passes," and yet
symbols.
For something to be obscene to it is so beautiful. It Is the "passme it must violate the beauty...of ing" of time wnlch gives me.ialng
man. Any way of behaving which to life. " Everything passes, e/i •/treats other men as "things" Is thins cnanjes, Jus' dow)iV you have
obscene. Any actions that prosti- to do..." Dylan. Wliat a bitch It
tute the physical beauty of man, would be If no one changed—as
that don't relate humanly to man, everyone does change from day to
are obscene. The misuse of sex day—and if things were always as
ACTS, not abstract symbols;... they are. I guess in many respects
WAR, and other acts of mass (or it is not the changes that I live for.,
Individual) physical violence are but the very act of changing—the
probably the highest obscenity that process Itself that I groove on.
there lsl People should stop worry- Change is challenging. Greeting
ing about a few four letter symbols new people behind the familiar faces
and start worrying about people I know as they change from lay to
day is one of the things I live ox
being killed In the War!!
8/20/68. People are (deleted) "I spend half of my time each day
Oh boy, Is this easy! Flying Is themselves all over again! I learned working through these changes, putBy DIANE JOHNSON
really a cinch. But even as I sang about ten this evening that the Rus- ting myself in perspective with them
Staff Columnist
a chorus of "Off I go Into the sians and friends have Invaded and with the changes within me.
Do you want a fun, exciting,
wild blue yonder," I slowly began Czechoslovakia. It Is so sad to This is what so often makes life
thrilling, yet safe hobby? Are you
to realize that the hardest part
looking for the unusual, yet pracwas yet to come—the landing!
tical? Why not take up that IncreasPanic swept over me as I made
ingly popular hobby of flying.
two 90 degree left turns so that
things.
Of course, you may not have
By Fred Zackel
I was flying parallel to the runMan leaves for the moon on
enough money to own your own
Arts
Editor
way.
July 16. Twenty-four years ago,
plane for awhile, but once you
"Oh
God,
what
am
*
going
to
Repent, repent, for the end of
on that same day, July 16, man
take a few lessons I guarantee
do?" I thought. "I can't land this the world is next week.
exploded the first nuclear bomb,
you that you'll be hooked.
plane all by myself. I'll crash!
True, true. It is the end of
the A Bomb, near the White Sands
Maybe It's the wonderful feeling
I'll miss the runway! I'll mis- the world on July 16th. Every
Testing Grounds in New Mexico.
of complete freedom or the carejudge and get caught In the high notion man has ever conceived
That was 1945. (Perhaps the hours
free feeling that you no longer
tension
wires.
Oh
not"
concerning his existence shall be
will be slmlllar, too.)
have any problems or the powerful
"I
know,"
came
a
sudden
Indwarfed In this saga next WednesAmerica was the first (and to this
feeling that the heavens, as well
spiration. "I'll call In on the day.
day the only) country to use nuas the lands and seas are waiting
radio and they'll tell me how to
Man is going to the moon.
clear weapons on another country.
for you to conquer them. Or maybe
land Just like they do on TV.
On a Florida beach, at noon,
Weapons used against civilians,
It's the thrill of knowing that you
Yes,
that's
what
I'll
do."
over crystal clear sand and water,
not soldiers.
and only you are In complete comWell,
I
had
too
much
pride
to
there will come a massive rushing
mand of an airplane.
The Japanese fishermen who
call for help so I decided I just thunder, a storm of dust and smoke
fished In the Pacific were devesWhatever feeling It gives you,
had to "do or die." But It was and explosive powders, the whiff
tated by eventual fall-out.
It's great! I mean It's a hundred
the die part I was afraid of. of chemicals, sterile chemicals,
Russia took the secrets from the
times better than your first ride
Miraculously enough, I missed and the sudden death of the world.
A-Bomb and fashioned theirs. The
on a motorcycle or the very first
the
high
tension
wires,
I
didn't
Anthropocentrlc man will die and
Cold War started and militaristic
time you flew over the water on
crash, and I even hit the runway. in his place is the evolved man,
paranloa swept all lands, while
water skis. It's sheer joy.
"Boy
was
that
a
cinch,"
I
thought
the man who said goodbye to his
The first big thrill com;s when
some scientists searched in vain
after I was safe and sound on the own planet, his own confines.
you solo. Always before there was
for "Atoms-For-Peace."
ground. "I want to do it again."
The power and the glory. Yes,
an Instructor sitting next to you
Wars kept coming, and more
And
so
I
did,
two
more
times.
surely,
It
is
a
triumph.
It
is
ready to correct any mistakes, but
countries began speculating the
"Well,
I
guess
that
does
it,"
a start to a new saga. It is the
now—oh boy, but now you can't
"advantages" of nuclear-ism. If
said my instructor as I pulled beginnings of a new history.
make any mistakes. You're all
you didn't have the Bomb (or at
alongside
the
hanger.
"You
And the old world Is dead. The
alone.
least working on it), you were
soloed!"
world as we know it has died.
behind the times.
I'll never ever forget the day I
"Whoopie!" came my excited This one voyage marks the start
flew solo.
Underground testing began, and
reply. "I can fly. I can really of our human recognition of our
sitting in the little Cherokee 140
"The Gypsy Moth" sailed into an
fly."
place.
Technological
change
and
all alone, I taxied to the runway
American testing ground In the
Then my shtrttall was cut from social change? Maybe the two Pacific, and Bikini Atoll changed
with all the confidence of a veteran
my
blouse,
as
is
the
tradition,
inwill merge someday. It is enough from a South Sea paradise to a
flyer.
I checked the controls,
scribed with the date and auto- now to see where we are capable uninhabited island, to an Inhuman
cleared the air on the radio for
graphed and now It lies nestled of traveling to.
my takeoff, and took off down the
hell-hole, to a wasteland of death,
between the pages of a scrap
Yes, man is busting loose in and ultimately into a "home" astrip. I began to lift off—higher
book
as
a
momento
of
Just
about
freedom,
though
the
freedom
has
galn for the Islanders.
and higher.
the most exciting day of my life. more mechanical confines than our
Americans went nuts in the early
planet seems to have fastened to Sixties over the possibilities of
us. And, no matter how impor"your own brand-new, supertant this Journey is, the question duper deluxe nuclear bomb shelter
arises: Is man ready to forsake In blushing pink and passionate
his planet? Suffering is the norred." The moralities of shelServing a growing univenity since 1920
mal experience on this planet. ters began creeping into discusWith the demise of the anthroposions and pretty soon people forcentrlc man, will social Justice got about them.
daneene j. fry
>
ea itor
begin?
The answer? Only If
A lot of people went out to ban
susan k. mccullough
managing editor
we continue fighting against the the bomb, but other Issues came
lorry o. nighswander
h
unjust
warlike
natures
in
man.
p oto edUor
to mind and people forgot what
A goal is in sight. The world they had said, (outside of a small
robert j. alex
sporls edUof
is ending.
Man seeks a new circle of friends, led by Betrand
(redrick w. zackel
arls editor
sphere of existence. His planet Russell.)
darnel I. maidmenl
business manager
Is too small to hold his dreams.
Every once in a while a scienWill man care about the night- tist would Issue a report about
The BG News ll puMi.hr I Tuinl.vs thru Friday! during the r«|ular school ycai, and one* a week during luimnir iritlom, undtr
mares he has spawned on earth... the radioactivity In things like
authority of the Publication* Committee of Bowling Green State
once he leaves?
milk, peanut butter, and wheat,
University.
Will expectancies match a- but newspapers relegated those
Opinion* expressed In editorial cartoon* or other coli-mns In the
chlevements, or will we merely figures to the back pages near the
News do not nereaaarilv reflect the opinion! of the University Administration, faculty or stuff or the State of Ohio. Oriniona expressed
see the start of more inhumanity classifieds.
: by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the D G
to man, only this time, on an
There were some good movies
News
F.dilorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority
interplanetary scale?
made about the Atomic Age, but
of
members
of the II G
News Editorial Board
Let's try to remember several
then it slowly passed and we began

Come fly with me

Kt

fJ*M

a bitch, but it is also what makes
life interesting and worth living!
a/17/68. Saturday. Saturdays
are so nice. (Deleted) and I got up
at eleven and had pancakes for
breakfast. I left her place at 11:30 ;
or so. I didn't want to leave, but
I "had to". It's odd about the
things people "have to do". I
find myself doinj so many things |
that I "hive to do" that I really!
don't want to do. There !s aOthlnff
thit I really h.i-' '.o (to'l I am always p-esented with at leas', two
choices concerning any circumst.n ce. 7 often lines chose the
one I would rather not chose, rather
than suffer the public or group or
individual sanctions that would be
taken against me.
I am sitting In my apartment
naked, as I write. It is hot and I
would rather go outside naked, but
I put some (deleted) clothes on
because, even though I am hot an 11
uncomfortable, I do no', wis'i to be
arrealtd :nl Ihru-v. .'n the clink |
or even worse! I ain a strong
believer in Freewill—that Individuals and only Individuals, by making I
thousands of decisions everyday of
their lives, determine the course
of their lives for themselves. Most
people choose to do what everyone
else does—to adhere to commonly
accepted standards, norms, beliefs
and values. But they do not have |
to do so!
Every man needs a set of values I
(cultural system) to help him determine how he shall interact with
others. In my particular case, I
often chose alternatives that are
non-normative because that is Just
the way I am. How absurd for
a society to punish a person for
doing his own "thing" as long as
he doesn't physically damage other
persons or property or do psychological damage to other people!

The end of the world is next week

The BG News

talking about the Existential Age
and our atomized society. Man
began worrying about individual
acts of alienation Instead of societal attempts to destroy Itself.
The doomsday movies passed into
oblivion.
Then something called the ABM
came about. Peop'e began talking
about It as the new presentation
of "good," others called It "bad,"
and lots of people said that "ugly"
and "obsenlty" equaled a picture
of the mushroom clouds.
People talked about whether It
would work or not (which I consider the most horrible Image I
can think about). People talked
about whether or not we "needed"
one or If we merely "wanted"
one. People talk a lot. People
rarely do anything more than talk.
And things kept rolling, since that
funny day in July twenty-four years
ago.
One quarter of a century. That's
all it has been.
And next Wednesday the world
ends.
Anthropocentrlsm ends.
Man finds out that the world is
behind him. There are new places
to go, new things to do, new ways
to cream at night, new Images of
future glory.
And the world he left behind isn't
as beautiful as man would wish.
There is so much more man Just
do...simply to survive. Man cannot talk of surplus goals, man Just
find out how to survive. The
luxurious "good life" Is far, far
away.
Yes, man has achieved a lot.
But there are a lot of dreams still
dying, festered withering away.
There is much to do; many, many
areas man has goofed or actively
destroyed. The world Is far from
being Just and free.
All men are not equal. That's
the basic problem. That's the
problem from the start. American
democratic traditions believe In
equality, In liberty, In freedom.
America is also going to the moon.
Pm not a doomsday-er. I believe in HOPE, the hope of the
future. So why do I care? Because I am man, because my
astrological sign is the moon,
because my birthday is July 16.
Are you prepared for the End
of the World?
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More about

Draft Information Center
continued from page 1
concerns of the Information center
was to make some of these possibilities available to more mnn.
According to Baldwin, several of
the classifications are more complicated than most persons realize.
One classlcicatlon, referred to as
2S Is an undergraduate deferment
for college students.
It Is applicable for four years,
and the draft board Is required to
maintain It as long as the student
meets his college requirements.
To qualify for a 2S, a man must

be a full-time student and complete
25 percent of his college requirements each academic year.
The most controversial classification Is that of the conscientious
objector. The first step In applying
for this classification Is to fill out
a lengthy form stating the applicant's beliefs.
At this time, the applicant specifies whether he desires a 1AO or
a 1-0 classification.
The 1A0
applicants agree to enter the service, but desire non-combatent assignments. Tills type of assignment
Includes such Jobs as medical aide,
or other Jobs where the applicant
could avoid the use of weapons.
A 1-0 classification results when
the applicant objects to military
service of any type. If the applicant receives this classification,
he Is required to serve In an alternate civilian service capacity for a
period of two years.
This service can be performed by
working In the national healthsafety capacity. A Job working In
a mental hospital Is an example
of this alternate service capacity.
The draft Information center Is
open Wednesday evenings from
S p.m. until 9 p.m. Persons can
also schedule appointments that do
not fall between these hours be
calling either 353-6462 or 353-1785
or by placing a note In the office
mailbox. The center Is located on
the second floor of the Unitarian
Building.

DORSEY'S DRUGS
For All Your Needs
OPEN SUNDAY NOON TIL 6 PM
MON-SAT 9 AM TIL 10 PM

Stop and Visit Our Pipe and
Tobacco Shop
tea*'**** BBB-CHARAUN-GBD
• • » •

•

6ooN

l^glotKes
Hack
518 E. Woosttr

• • •

Psych Building is
multi-purpose
The new Psychology Building,
located behind Overman Hall, will
soon be used for experimentation
on animals and In h u m a n psychology.
Or. James Gulon pointed out that
there will be considerable more
space and facilities for studying
psychology and that the labs will
all be located In the new building.
Presently labs are being held In
South Hall and animals are kept
under the old stadium. Several
corridors and classrooms have
temporarily been converted Into
laboratories.
The Psychology building will be
predominately for labs with only
a few classrooms. Psychology
classes will eventually be held
In the new Life Science building.
Dr. Gulon stated that, after the
completion of the new building,
the Bowling Green Psychology Department will be " more fantastic

Bookstore hours
The University Bookstore
summer hours will be 8:00 a.m.
until 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Effective July 12, we
will be closed on Saturdays for
the summer months.

than ever before."
Such advanced developments In
the psychology field are laboratories for blo-chemlstry and
histology, a fully shield-id surgical suite, isolation rooms for new
animals, vision labs, and a huge
computer room.
Throughout the building are such
devices as cable outlets to connect
to computers for the recording of
responses,
television circuits,
direct current outlets, and devices
to regulate the necessary amount
of light In each room for experiments.
Dr. Gulon explained that one of
the most unique devices located
In the new building Is a controlled temperature laboratory with
the purpose of studying the effects
of heat and cold on animals.
Tne building Is situated so that
animal psychology, with twentyfour labs for research, Is located
on the fifth floor.
The third floor will be used for
offices with adjacent research
labs, and the first floor remains
for undergraduate classrooms, a
photo lab, a drafting room, and
offices for teaching assistants.
Evaluating the new expansion,
Dr. Gulon stated that Bowling
Green "should have, If not the
finest, one of the finest psychology
departments of any campus In the
country."

Staff members
change posts
Four University staff members
began their second week In their
new positions, after last week's
change by the Financial Affairs
office.
University treasurer, Paul E.
Moyer, was handed an additional
title: the newly-created Coordinator of Governmental Affairs. This
includes state and local communications, responsibility for bank reconciliations, records and coordinations.
Moyer, on the staff since 1964,
earned his bachelor's degree from
the University In 1949.
From assistant business manager, Paul R. Nusser assumed the
duties of controller. He will be
overseeing the bursar's office and
financial matters related to auxiliary interests such as phone services, grants, contracts and snack
bars.
Elton C. Ringer, staff member
for 23 years, is now assistant
vice president and business manager.
Prior to the appointment,
he has held various posts Including controller-business manager
since 1965. An alumni of Bowling
Green, he received his master's
degree In 1948.
Fredrick F. Fether, under the
new title of assistant business manager, will be concerned with data
processing and procedures In relation to budge is and financial reports.
He expressed the belief
that this reshuffling was made as
an effort "to Improve" the system.
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Professor enjoys travel, drama
BY DEBBIE PEHKINS
Staff Reporter
Eva Maria Gabor, German Instructress in the Department of
German and Russian, Is often asked
by students If this Is her real
name, but as far as she knows
she has no relation to the Hollywood Gabors.
Miss Gabor came from Germany
and graduated from the University
of West Berlin. Mow a U.S. citizen, she has been teaching at
Bowling Green for eight years, and
serves as advisor to the German
Club and the Honorary.
She came to this country 11 year*
ago to visit a friend with whom
she had corresponded, and who has
since become her American adopted
mother. "Friends who don't know
the situation often ask why
the daughter has an accent and the
mother doesn't."
Miss Gabor Is active In the
Figure Skating Club (despite a once
sprained ankle), and the Black
Swamp Players, a local drama
group named for Bowling Green's
geological past.
When she Is not busy with the
many organizations In which she
participates, Miss Gabor finds time
to travel. Besides summer sessions In Germany and tours
of Europe, she has seen much of
Canada, Florida, California, and the
east coast. Here she has attended
Cornell, Iowa State, Michigan, and
Ann Arbor Universities.

ferences between European and
American school systems. In
Europe, a student enters a university prepared to do work In his
major, without having to bother with
subjects such as those In group
requirements. College work Is

Miss Gabor has noted many dif-

r
!

Eva Maria Gabor

comparable to graduate work In
American colleges.
There Is much more Independent
study which "requires maturity and
self-dlsclpllne.'' Schools are operated throughout the entire year but
with longer vacation periods and
federal exams are taken upon completion of a series of courses. According to Miss Gabor, this
accounts for the fact that one-third
of the total enrollment falls.
Miss Gabor added that all of the
schools are federal or city schools,
supported totally by the government. "All branches of education are stressed--both universities and technical schools." This
Is where Miss Gabor feels Ohio
is falling—by trying to tack the word
"state" onto various colleges without giving adequate financial support. She said that more concern
should be given to the universities
and less to industry.
Her one word of complaint Is
all teachers have a "more respected position" In Europe (along with
lawyers and doctors) and are better
paid In comparison.
She has given several talks on
Germany, its history, and economy
to various local and out-of-town
groups throughout an 85 mile radius.
Miss Gabor enjoys talking with people about the music, arts, and customs of different cultures. She
Is convinced that the only effective
way of communicating Is talking and
getting different ideas. "That's
what makes the world tick."

1

SUMMER

I
U-SHOP SALE
'PROGRESS REPORT
I
I
-CAN YOU BELIEVEI
♦
I
"DDn^DCCC DCDnDT"
THE SALE IS GOING GREAT.
THANKS TO COMPOZ, ASPIRIN, $ XXX.
WE ARE STILL SMILING AND GIVING
THE 8EST CLOTHING BARGAINSln The HISTORY OF BG.

Winter Suits

Women's Shoes

Winter S. Coats

Women's Swimwear
Slacks

Winter Jackets

+PLUS+

I
I

Skirts

Swim Wear

Private Covers

Ties at Vi price

Dresses

Belts at Vi price

Jackets

Shoes at 1/3 off

Handbags

Items Vi off

*-THE MANAGER(Men's Dept.)

I'M NOT FREE, BUT REASONABLE

OPEN 9-5

532 E.WOOSTER

Parking areas
continued from page 1
The two metered lots near the
Union (13, 17) would, under the
proposals, be reserved for visitors
and Union patrons.
Additional visitor's spaces would
be provided In lots E2, F, H,
A, D, and 14.
Faculty and staff parking would,
with a few minor changes, remain
much the same as It is now.
Lots E3, E2, F, H, J, A, 6,
N, and 14 would primarily be re-,
served for these University mem-|
bers.
|
The lot near University Hall,
9a0, would be reserved for faculty
and staff from 7a.m. until 9 p.m.,
and the lot at the Health Center,
(1), would be reserved for commuters from 7 a.m. until 5 p.m,
Parking for resident students
would be provided in lot 6 near
the football stadium, in lot 8 near
McDonald Quadrangle and In lot
C near the Ice Arena.

N0W

A proposal for charging the faculty and staff for their parking
decals Is also being considered.
There is a provision in this recommendation that possibly certain staff members may be provided their decals through their
department.
At present, students registered
at the university are required to
pay for their decals when they
register their vehicle on campus.
Plans are also being drawn up
to Install visitor's stations at each
end of campus. These stations
would be equipped with a telephone
and an operator to assist in locating not only the various buildings
and facilities, but also in locating
various persons on campus.
"We're recommending these
proposals to the President and
we're also recommending a study
of charges for parking. A survey
at other Universities shows that
our facilities are way below most
universities," stated McFall.

ria-yel

THRU TUES. JULY 15

V>4 J. 4*

Ml\~J M.

NEWLY REDECORATED & REMODELED
EVE. AT 7:10, 9:30
SAT. & SUN. MATINEE AT 2,3:45,5:25
Can Herbie, a clean-living,
hard-working small car
find happiness
in today's
hectic world?

WALTDI!
productions
presents

*

TECHNICOLOR-

C3£te>.
OO" torm **¥i

WMIIo&HI*to*

rut fw/sr*v fAwiv0VKNMMU0W

The Pancake H ouse

SHOPPING CARTS AVAILABLE
* IF THE PRICE IS RIGHT.

More about

Knit Tops

Knit Shirts

Gift

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES.Miss Gabor enjoys lecturing on Gorman history and cultural activities.

MONDAY
thru
SATURDAY

I

• Char Broiled Steaks
and Chops
• Full Course Family
Dinner
« VARIETIES OF
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Toes, thru Sat. 7:30-8
Sundays 7:30- 7
Reserve our William sburg
Boom for your Private Parties

412 E«t-[Wooster
CLOSED MONDAYS

£$tauraat r
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classifieds
Six room ?p_, on North Main available Sept. 1. For details, call
CANTERBURY INN NOW OPEN VaL 353-0211.
...—
MONDAY-SATURDAY.
MON., Home for sale. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2
TUES., WEO., THURS., OPEN 7pm
attached garage, 1/3 acre
AND FRIDVY AND SAT. 3 pm. bath,
country setting. 10 minutes
TOP BANDS EVERY WEEK. WED. In
campus. Available Sept. 15
SAT. THIS WEEK THE "MODERN from
MEN". SAME PROGRAM AS AL- Low 20's. Call 352-6263 after 6pm.
WAYS ON WED. AND THURS.
Wanted: Furnished room or aparlB'JILD PART-TiME... In business ment for new faculty member Aug.
of your own. California manufact- 15-Sept. 1 only. Call 3819 or 352uring company has opening for 6263.
distributorships In NW Jhlo area.
PERSONAL
Above average Income, $200-$1000
___________—_—_
lnvestm^n' secured. Experience or —
knowledge in sales, marketing or Movlng. Need homi>s for 5 cats,
business helpful. CaU from ">-7 pm 2 dogs. Assorted sizes and colors,
Please help save these affectionate
for appointment. 353-8773.
anlmils from the biology departFOR SALE OR RENT
ment. Call 352-6263 after 6 p.m.
————————
—-—
1959 Dodge. Good transportation,
Roam i?te needed to share lovely, Phone 354-6724.
new apt. second session. $55 a
mmth, utilities included.
Call Lost: Small '69 dtamonl m?.-qulse
354-9565.
Cea'ral Michigan U. class rlnj.
Inltials: KMA—also 1 1/2 karat
ROOM for male student second garnet from antique ring. Contact
sum ni-r session, close to campus. Mrs. Larsen, 127 Library.
Also choice room for fall. Phone —___—______—___—__
353-7574. Mrs. Steldtm.vin.
Sewing done in my home. Call
352-5526 from 10 to 3.
Girl needed to s^a'e apt. Would ___
have ow;i bedroom. Call V<J, 353- The AM 80'.' DUKES Friday, July 11
0211,
from "-12 p.m Central Auditorium
Flndlay, O. Tickets at door.
BUSINESS

Campus calendar
JULY 10—An underground film
festival featuring two Ann Arbor
Film Festival prize winners will be
held at 8 p.m In the Auditorium of
the Education Building.
JULY 11—A dance featuring the
"April Smile" will be held from
8 p.m. until midnight on the terrace of the Student Services Bldg.

JULY 12—The fUm "Harper"
will be this weekend's feature for
the campus movie. The film will
be shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in
Room 105 of Hanna Hall.
JULY 15—An all-campus watermelon cutting will be held from
3:30 p.m. until 5 p.m. at Sterling Farm.

Enjoy A Mr. Misty
SHAKE

MALT
SODA

live a little!

Dairi|
Queen

Noted golfer in HPE dept.
manages university greens
Bowling Green University Is
Quite fortunate to have on Its
Health and Physical Education staff
James Richardson,
a noted
professional golfer. The Western
Open, U.S. Open, and American
Golf Classic are a few of the
malor events In which Rich
ardson has participated.
Richardson, in charge of the
University Golf Course, graduated
from Miami University and has
received his MA. in Guidance and
Counseling from Toledo Unlverslty. He has been affiliated
with Bowling Green for five years.
Richardson exercises regularly by playing golf and also
referees basketball games during
the winter.
He considers golf
as "the finest sport as well as
recreation because regardless of
the level of proficiency or age
you can have an enjoyable time
and obtain worthwhile enjoyment
from It."
He considers the University's
nine-hole course as being in "phenomenally good" condition. Proud
of the golf course, Richardson
appraises It as being "ten times
better" than either the Cleveland
Open or B jick Open courses.
He would like to see an expanslon in connection with the
University Golf Course, however,
In his mind, this would Include
a new club house and nine more

holes. "We have a tremendous
need for additional facilities. We
have reached the saturation point
as a nine-hole course."

Several Colors
and
Styles
to Choose From
at

JEWELRY
STORE

Bob Richardson

JULY CLEARANCE
25-50% OFF
MEN'S
WOMEN'S
CHILDREN'S
STYLES
SHOES
TAKEN from
OUR REGULAR SPRING
and SUMMER STOCK

Just Arrived

BELLS

The sumiinr chorus is operating
this session for the second year
under the direction of Dr. Ivan
Trusler, Director of choral activities at the University.
The forty-eight mixed voices
make this summer's group larger
than the original summer chorus
with thirty members which was
started by Dr. Trusler last year.
The chorus Is cosmopolitan in
nature, with mem'jers from theUnlverslty and the surrounding community. Approximately half of the
members are graduate students.
The remainder are University students, adults, or high school students from the Bowling Green area.
No auditions are necessary for
the sunnier chorus and anyone
wishing to sing and willing to
practice can Join.
The chorus practices from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. dally and will hold
Its public performance the fifth
week of school.
Dr. Julius Herford, Professor of
Music at Indiana University, will
speak as a guest lecturer on July
10,ll,and 12. Hie topic will be
the historical and comparative
structural style analysis of the
major requlums, Motzart to Fore.

Klever's

434 E. Woosti

Another
New
Shipment
Of

48 in chorus;
largest ever

JULY

SALE
2S

\o<7

REDUCTIONS
on much
of our
REGULAR
STOCK
Buy Now
and Save!

IKRICKSHA^
GIFT SHOP

5 N. MAIN ST. " BOWLING GREEN

iJULY
**
j CLEARANCE**

*

SPRING & SUMMER SUITS
40% OFF
KNIT TOPS
1/3-1/2 OFF
SHIFTS, PANT DRESSES
1/31/2 OFF
SUMMER PURSES 40% OFF
ACCESSORIES- \'i OFF
scarfs gloves hose
JEWELRY
25< 50< 99< $1.50

SKIRTS, BERMUDAS, SLACKS
$4.99 (values to $14.00)
Others 1/3-1/2 OFF
SLEEPWEAR & LINGERIE
1/3-1/2 OFF
BRA SLIPS
$4.99
(REGULAR $8)
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
15< TO $1.50
napkins, candles, jewel cases
stationary, etc.

SUie &owde* @uff
(Across from Harshman)

SUMMER HOURS
10:00-5:00 Monday-Saturday
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Off-campus living—privilege or problem?
So, you're living off-campus this summer?

Story and pic

That means no hours,
no 8' x 10' cube that looks like hundreds of
other 8' x 10' cubes; no room checks to see

tores by Cathy
■ ..

?4

If your bed Is made by noon; no warnings from
RA.'s who happen to be In a bad mood; no mandatory corridor meetings; no walking down long
halls to get to the bathroom; no crowding all
your clothes Into a closet that barely holds your
roommate's clothes; no noisy neighbors in the dorm
room next to yours who talk and play records that
you don't like until all hours of the morning; and
no more eating unsubstantial meals at Inconvenient
hours.
An apartment also means managing money for food
and rent;
cleaning three or four rooms instead of one; or
living In three or four filthy rooms Instead of one;
-walking anextra mile or two from your apartment
or the commuter's parking lot; tickets from metermaids and warnings from the police; dumping your
own garbage and replacing llghtbulbs and fuses;
washing your own dishes; plus you still have noisy
neighbors. Insufficient closet soace. and an apart-

ment that looks like 50 other apartments In the
complex (except maybe yours has green carpet
and the one next door has blue).
So why the big migration off campus?
Maybe it's things like freedom, responsibility,
privacy.
Living off-campus, by Its very nature allows students to have more freedom than home or dorm livlng....and with the freedom comes responsibility.
You learn (sometimes the hard way) that since
you have to do things yourself, you might as well
do them right the first time.
You' re free to do whatever you please (or not do
what you don't please) as long as you remember that
you're also responsible for what happens.
You CAN be alone. Not always right when you
want to be, but, at least, It's easier than in the dorm.
You can also not be alone when you want to be.
As one off-campus resident put It, "You can
have beer In the Icebox—which Is great!" Even if
vou don't like beer.

T&k.&^r
AN APARTMENT MEANS-cleaning three or four rooms instead of

IIAlif
-nUlf"

Portage
Drive-in

THRU

TUESDAY
JULY 15

Open 8:00 - Cartoons 9:20

OFF-CAMPUS LIVING MEANS...washing your own dishes.
Nitely at 11:40
Fri. & Sat. at 12:00

Nitely at 9:40
Fri. & Sat. at 10:00

THE
GREATEST
DOUBLE
FEATURE
OF

ALL

Jack Lenimon
WrtterMatthaa
The Odd Couple

|ME!

*K

John Cassavetes

^i Isanello s
203 N. Main

"We use FRESH dough"

FREE Delivery
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

C

\\V

Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M. — 1 A.M. Daily
SIZES

G\G*

DiameHi —

10 Inch

12 Inch

14 Inch

18 Inch

Cheese

$1.00

$1.25

$1.80

$2.80

Any 1 Item

1.20

1.50

2.20

3.20

Any 2 Items

1.40

1.75

2.50

3.50

Any 3 Items

1.60

2.00

2.80

3.80

Delux

1.80

2.25

3.20

4.20

.10

.15
ORANGE

Extra Cheese
PEPSI

ITEMS
•

Peperonl
•

*

Onloni

Sauiage
*

Anchoviei

•

.20
7-UP

Bee!
•

*

.30

Miuhroomi

Green Peppera

f

SAVINGS UP TO 50% OFF
THROUGHOUT THE STORE!

JUST TO MENTION A FEW...
SPORTSCOATS Regularly $50.00 ... NOW $29.99
DRESS SLACKS & SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS ... SAVE 20%
SWIM SUITS & BERMUDAS ... Vi PRICE
SWEATERS ... h PRICE
TIE TABLE ... Vi PRICE

tElje ©radtttanal ^m
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)
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Soccer started
in 11th Century

Football pros clash in
Beattie fund game
By BOB ALEX
Sports Editor
On Sunday, August 10, 1969, a
professional football game will
be played at Bowling Green State
University between the Cincinnati
Bengals and the Boston Patriots.
This particular game Is much
more than an outstanding athletic
contest. The proceeds from the
game will go to "The Steve Beattie
Foundation, Inc."
In the fall of 1966, Steve Beattie,
an outstanding scholar-athlete and
quarterback for Bowllnj Green
High School was severely Injured
In a game against Mansfield Madison. The Injury left Steve completely paralyzed from the nee
down. For three years, Steve
waged a battle of rehabilitation.
On May 17,1969, he lost his courageous fight for life.
"I can think of no greater living memorial to Steve Beattie* s
gallant and courageous struggle
for life for the past 32 months
than to help other crippled young
people," Rev. Greer S. Imbrle,
president of the Steve Beattie
Foundation, Inc. said.
Monies raised through this
foundation will be used "for the
care and rehabilitation of students
Injured while participating in
sanctioned Ohio high school athletic events, and support of re-

search designed to prevent athletic injuries."
The Bengals, of course, are
coached, by the immortal Paul
Brown while the Patriots are led
by former University of Toledo
coach Clive Rush, who played a
major role in leading the New
York Jets to the world title last
year.
The proceeds from the game,
that will be the first pro football exhibition ever held at Bowling Green State University, will
go to the Steve Beattie Foundation.
In discussing the game, Bowling Green's Athletic Director Doyt
Perry stated, "we are extremely
pleased to have these two fine
teams,
Cincinnati and Boston
meeting at our university to help
a worthwhile cause such as the
Steve Beattie Foundation."
Cincinnati is now moving Into
its second season in the American
Football League while Boston Is
an older member of the conference. Last season, the Bengals
posted three victories to tie an
A.F.L. record for the most wins
by an expansion team.
Tickets for the game will be
on sale at all Marathon Oil Stations throughout Northwestern
Ohio
and at the University's
athletic ticket office In Memorial
Hall. Tickets will be priced at
$5, $6, and $7.50.

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS

By BOB ALEX
Sports Editor
Today, my friends, we will discuss the history of that wonderful
little game known as SOCCER.
The origins of soccer are not
definitely established, but was
played In a crude form in Great
Britain in the eleventh century.
Beginning with the reign of Henry
II of England in the twelfth century
and continuing for more than four
hundred years 'futballe' or, as we
know it, soccer, was banned In that
country on the grounds that it
interfered with archery practice.
After James the First took over
in 1603, however, the sport was
openly favored. People were urged
to resume It because archery was
giving place to firearms In warfare.
The tradition of not using the
hands or arms was broken on the
large playing field of Rugby In 1823,
when a player caught the ball and
ran with it.
In Canada, the earliest authorltlve record of soccer is that of
the Montreal Football Club organized In 1866. It competed mostly
with Her Majesty's regiment
quartered in that city.
There is evidence that soccer
was used at Yale and Harvard Universities during the 1820's as the
sophomare method of hazing freshman. The faculties discontinued
the practice In the 1830's reasoning
It dangerous. I wonder why???
The Rutgers-Prlnceton match
of 1869 Introduced collegiate soccer
to the United States. Then in 1876
the Big Five (Rutgers, Princeton,
Yale, Harvard, and Columbia) met
to organize the American Intercollegiate Football Association. Thus
the great game of soccer was Invented.

By VIN MANNIX
Sports Writer
Sometime during the spring,
ABC-TV released Its NCAA football schedule for the 1969 season.
Included were telecasts of the usuil
games such as: Texas-Arkansas,
Oklahoma-Nebraska, USC-UCLA,
Notre Dame-Purdue, Notre DameMlchlgan State and again, somehow, Notre Dame-Georgia Tech.
Contests such as these are
loaded with color and rivalry, to
say the least. Actlonwlse, however, most of them have been pretty
disappointing and even downright
lousy.
Even though It seems Notre
Dame plays Its entire schedule
before national tv, in the games
that are covered, the Irish have
managed to perform anything like
what they're publicized to be.
In their regional coverage. ABC
'offers a line-up of contests with
more local Interest. This is where
the MAC had a chance to do its
"thing"...somebody blew it. On
September 20th, Ohio will take on
Kent State In the former's stadium
iiefore ABC's cameras. Based on
last year's personnel and performance, OU could repeat last season's
runaway.
However, this is a new campaign.
Seeking recognition for Its improving calibre of ballplaylng, as
it is, "somebody" making such
decisions for the MAC certainly
could have made a more representative choice. W.iat will probably
shape-up to be "the game of the
year" among us "little guys, the
Miami-Ohio rematch, would have
been a better selection by far.
The 'Skins probably can't wait till
October 18th, when Cleve Bryant
and his 'Cats come to Oxford to

mike up for last year's frustrating 24-7 loss that OU layed on
them. That would' ve made for
some real action on tv.
You know, they mlght've even
given some thought to hustling on
up this way about a week later.
ABC could've used what are undoubtedly the best "press-box"
facilities in this part of the Midwest, let alone the MAC. Yet,
as Impressed as they'd be, nothing
could take away from the kind of
football that's going to be played
that day.
"Homecoming" and
Miami will be here that weekend.
The former is, of course, a pretty
much anticipated annual affair. As
for the "latter"...Justremeberthe
score 31-7 from a year ago and Its
significance. The n you can imagine what kind of a "Homecoming"
this is going to be.
You blew It ABC. So did you,
"somebody" up there in the MAC.
The scene of the action was
Cleveland's Municipal Stadium,
sometime last December. The
Browns were in the process of
completing their upset of the Dallas Cowboys for the Eastern Division title. The Cowboys, quarterbacked by Cralg Morton, were
futllely trying to raUy midway in
the third quarter.
The camera shot switched from
the playing field to the Dallas sldeUne. What we saw on the screen
was the picture of a completely
despondent Don Meredith.
Don was one of the NFL's most
colorful and gutsy players, taking
the abuses as well as the praises
of nine years with the pros In the
same stride. He won't have to endure the "ups and downs" any
longer, because. In an off-season
Don announced his retirement.

Intramural schedule for the coming week
MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS TOURNAMENT SCHEDIII F
Place
July 10
Behind the
John Broomfleld vs.
Ice Arena
Gerald Saddkrlsne
Bob McCarron vs.
Randall Brubaker
Ray DeSpaln vs.
Jon White
Wade Marbaugh vs.
Jim Parsons
SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Off Campus League
Field
July 14
July 14 (2nd Game)
July 16
#1
The Nothings vs. The Gringos
The Nothings vs. Downtown Drunks
The Nothings vs. Downtown Drunks
Time
6:30

#2

THAT SATISFY!

Bunts V Punts

Downtown Drunks vs. Off
Campus All Stars

The Gringos vs. Off Campus All
Stars
Darrow Hall League
July 14 (2nd Game)
D-Days vs. Darrow Hall

July 16
Spanish Flyers vs. Cellar DweUers

The Gringos vs. Off Campus All
Stars

Field
#3

July 14
Renegades vs. Dar row's
Dropouts

#4

Renegades vs. Spanish Flyers

Darrow Hall vs. Renegades

Long's 1 Hr Dry Cleaning

Cellar Dwellers vs. Darrow
Hall

#5

The Grunts vs. Spanish Flyers

Cellar Dwellers vs. The Grunts

D-Days vs. Darrow's Dropouts

228 N. MAIN NEAR POSf OFFICE

#6

D-Days vs. No Names

Darrow's Dropouts vs. No Names

Spanish Flyers vs. No Names

'SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICE
In by 2, out by 4 the next day
30< ea. in box •- 32{ ea. on hangers

M

,tf1

1004 S. MAIN

*$£

Ac,

* WHY YOU '-**
SHOULD
ORDER
FROM
::
::

P

PA6UA/S
FAST, FREE DELIVERY -- 4-2 EVERY NIGHT.
2. FRESH DOUGH PREPARED DAILY.
3. FRESH GREEN PEPPERS, ONIONS, AND SAUSAGE
GROUND FRESH DAILY
4. PORTABLE OVENS TO KEEP PIZZA HOT.
5. RED CARPET DINING AREA .. WHEN YOU STOP BY.
6. NOT ONLY PIZZA — WE DELIVER GARLIC BREAD,
SPAGHETTI, AND OUR SUBMARINES — 80? AND
$2 25
7. HOME OF THE BOTTOMLESS GLASS.
8. AND A SPECIAL EVERY NIGHT.
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The trouble with the past
By Jude Keller
He really hadn't thought about
It at all; It was simply a nice
gesture on his part, driving his
grandfather home. The sort
of thing which costs little, yet
which can brighten an old man's
life. Something the old man would
appreciate.
It was merely a pleasant drive
down to the Carolina's, onward
to Schollport and Kock Island,
with some fishing and quail hunting
thrown In for excitement.
Now he knew how different this
trip had become. The trip and
what they had discovered weren't
"right." There was something sad
and pathetic, clammy and absurd
Instead. It wasn't what they had
expected.
Hock Island, the old man had
whispered sagely, as they drove
south on US 1, was a "springtime land" filled with sweetsmelllng trees. Hock Island had
that sllmey old marsh Just past
the city limits, and Hock Island's
people had fought for years to
convert their little patch of land
from the salty marsh, carefully
cultivating that which was theirs,
saving the rest for Mother Nature.
It must have been a pleasant
place to have grown up In, he
thought, listening to his grandfather. A boy could "learn to
be a man there" because the
boy could be "on his own and
discovering the right way of life."
A boy could chase dogs, go fishing,
hunt quail, sailboat, or even walk
the shores and the shoals, "walking right through whole schools
offish."
He expected that the old man
wouldn't be disappointed, seeing
those same old sights, sounds and
places. Sometimes, the old seems
strange when one returns. The
years can glorify even earthly
hells.
Memories can displace
realities. He hoped the old man
hadn't bargained too greatly on
his dreams. After all, forty years
can change a town, even such a
small one as Kock Island (population: 250).
Then, as they passed the city
limits, he caught his first glimpse
of Kock Island. It was the city
dump, filled with cast-off furniture, rusted tin cans, hulks of
scrap Iron, shattered automobiles.
He never said a word. He
gripped the wheel tightly and drove
on.
His grandfather saw that the old
stone wharf was missing. A land
developer working with the bank,
had filled In part of the bay to
build a housing complex. Two
hundred new apartments all
chrome, all deluxe, a garbage
disposal In each kitchen. And
wall-to-wall carpeting.
The demolition crew were on
lunch break. They were razing
the old marble-columned courthouse, the same courthouse his
grandfather had married his
grandmother In. A new brilliantly
designed sign In front of the
courthouse announced that this was
the site for a brand-new post office "to serve the community bet-

ter."
He lit a cigarette and said
nothing.
Charlie's General Feed Store
was closed and boarded up. Willy's
Bait Store was gone.
Smiley
Joe's Super-Lubrlcatorlum for
Distinguished Drivers was the new
occupant of both lots.
He noticed the rear-view mirror was glassy and he rubbed It.
He said nothing to his grandfather.
They drove past the new metal
factory, "Designed to bring modern Industry to the South." The
old man coughed as they passed
the
ten-year-old oil refinery,
billowing fumes pouring from Its
chimney chambers.
A new Interstate Highway was
being built through most of the
farm lands, he saw. No more
hills, no more valleys, no more
dirt roads. Super-cement Instead.
The gas gauge was his focus.
He said nothing. His grandfather
babbled.
He looked at his grandfather
and saw a feeble man who was
clutching too hard to his life.
A deathgrlp on life. The old man
was emotionally crippled. He was
trying, In leech fashion, to find
security.
He couldn't find the
crutches to walk on.
Ills grandfather cried at the
brackish waters of the pond, filled
with the suds of Industrial detergents, oil slicks from the refinery.
And they met another oldtlmer
who told them that the quail were
all gone. People had killed them
In two seasons. People didn't
care anymore. The "No Hunting"
signs were right.
There was
nothing left to hunt.
The oldtlmer told them I hat the
local women's guild had replaced
the old massive trees with elm
trees, which then caught the blight.
Tne elms were gone. The city
had few trees.
Most of the old houses had
been torn down and transformed Into brlck-and-stucco ranch-styled,
Spanish-Influenced "cabanas."
Schollport was now a big city
and everyone had to pass through
Hock Island. Traffic was miserable. The county had repaved all
the old Inner-city red brick roads
with asphalt. Kids weren't allowed
to go barefoot anymore. The fish
had died from the pollution. The
City Council had Just passed an
air pollution control act, but It
wouldn't solve the problems. The
last major storm had destroyed
the city plumbing system and the
basements were flooded.
The town even had hippies, the
oldtlmer told them, though they
weren't any trouble usually, though
a lot of people were beginning to
think their own kids were Communists. Both oldtlmers laughed
at that. Communists! When there
was a bigger sacrilege at hand.
And the town was worried about
the black ghetto, the slums at one
side of town. Thw oldtlmer told
his grandfather that they had postponed too long the civil rights
of Negroes. The Negro claim was
a Just one. And that was why
the town was afraid. The old
South resisted the one element
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it should have pushed, the oldtlmer
said.
Yeah, the town had changed, he
said, and it lsh't the way it used
to be. Change is right, he said,
but this town is committing suicide. The change Is In science,
not In morals. The town Is dead,
or maybe only dying.
They walked to the center of
the town, to the old city square,
where his grandfather read the
names of those killed In the three
major wars since he had left.
The old man cried. Too many
had died. The town was drenched
In patriotic blood. All his friends,
all their sons, all their grandsons
lost...and this Is what remained.
And all this time he had been
silent.
He thought of the patterns of
life for an old dying man, old
dreams slashed to death by his
world. He wondered about blindness, and he wondered who it was
that had set this old man for a
practical Joke.
He wondered what his life would
lie like, If he had been gone so
long, now to have returned. He
wondered what he would find In
forty years.
And then, from a faraway distance, he saw his future.
As he swung his legs back into
the driver's seat, he wished for
an early death.

arts

page
Art work needed
Anyone who wishes to submit
articles for the Arts Page
should address the articles to
either Fred Zackel or Daneene
Fry at the BG News office.
The articles should be typed,
double spaced and Include the
author's name, address and
telephone number.
Persons who wish to submit
poetry or art work for the literary supplement should address the articles to either
Tom Lambert or Daneene Fry
In the BG News office.
Articles tor the Arts Page
should be submitted the Tuesday before publication. Material tor the literary supplement
should be submitted by July 17.

Cap and gown
measurements
Candidates for the August graduation are reminded to place their
order for cap and gown rental
at the University Bookstore In the
Student Services Building.
No
cash Is needed at the time the
measurements are taken.

junior in Education, take time from their studies
to ride across campus. (Photos by Lorry Nighs-

wander)

Artists disclose
silent meanings

H NF.SRFTT
By P.B.
NESBITT
It Is common to recognize in the
artist something special, some difference which separates him from
the ordinary. This separation is
evidenced in a number of ways,
some of which are more superficial than others. It Is certainly
a common view that the artist Is
a bit eccentric In actions and often
In appearances. Long hair, beards,
and exotic clothing are accepted In
the artist where they would be
rejected In the Junior executive.
But more important than this,
some actions of the artist, which
would be considered criminal in
anyone else, are acknowledged with
varying degrees of acceptance. It
has been reported that Cezanne
dodged military service during the
War of 1870 and stayed hidden
while he piled his trade of painting.
This sort of behavior, considered
scandalous In those whose tasks
are considered more mundane, is
evidence of the artist's special enterprise, one that distinguishes him
from most of the others who make
up a society.
The artist Is often considered
arrogant In that he claims special
status for both himself and for his
works, but this is not simply arrogance of pride for It arises out of
the very nature of his task. The
plumber and the engineer find their
satisfaction In the proper functioning of that which they made, in
its unobtrusive usefulness. The
artist draws your attention to his
work and by framing It, separates
It from Its more ordinary surroundings.
By this magical act of framing,
the artist calls the spectator's attention away from his mundane
concerns and dally living. The
framing Is only a vlsable, albeit
necessary, aspect of the artist's
work. I t Is a tool by which the
work of art Is rended open to the
gaze of the spectator, the nonartist, who appreciates the vision
of the artist without the ability
to "see" unaided.
But Implicit within the notion of
artist Is that of "framer", or
"one who frames". Where the
spectator has need of a device to
set this unique world of art open,
the artist "sees" without it. The
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work of art, In Its origin, can be
seen as the disclosure of the meaning of things in our world.
The artist does this by a bracketing of things In our world.
The artist does this by a bracketing of his experience, setting It off,
and describing It in the most fundamental fashion, by exhibiting these
meanings.
There is a painting by Van Gogh
of a pair of peasant's shoes. As
a painter, Van Gogh does not attempt
to explain nor to describe thematlcally their meaning. He says nothing verbally about their "servlcablllty" to the peasant In hlsworklngs In the fields, nor does he
speak of the grinding drudgery of
this work, yet the painting discloses
all of this.
The disclosure Is not cognitive,
but rather, exhlbltory In that we
are not asked to understand what
those shoes mean, but to "see".
If we contrast the two ways of viewing the shoes, Van Gogh's and the
peasant's, we see what distinguished the artistic enterprise
from '.he mundane.
Those shoes exist for the peasant
In their usefulness. It is doubtful
that he will ever see them as Van
Gogh has, as disclosing the relationship of himself to the soil.
For the peasant, the shoes are too
caught up In his living and as
long as they continue In their usefulness, they remain unobtrusive.
Van Gogh, the artist, however, has
removed these shoes from this living usefulness. He has, whether
consciously or not, bracketed their
meaning as usefulness, and the
manner In which they are useful
to the peasant.
This task which we describe as
the artistic, is therefore, one which
calls for more than simply living.
The artist must always be more a
spectator of the world than a participant.
The meaningful world In which
most of us are content to live
always remains, to a great extent,
unexamlned. Like the peasant, we
accept the things about us In their
tacit usefulness and It Is only the
artist who discloses these silent
meanings that haunt our dealings
with the world and others.

An open letter to home
Dear Folks,
Boy, am I tired! There has
been so much doing here at Bowling
Green that I Just couldn't find the
time to write to you. You remember two or three weeks ago when
we got here at Bovllng Green?
Well, since then I haven't had a
minute's rest-there is so much to
do! This summer session is really
groovy!
Ten m.'nutes after you left, I
went for a walk with my roommate
Sally, you know, the girl who was
wearing that see-through blouse.
Well, we got over near the library
when we ran Into these real cute
fraternity boys who were wearing
their fraternity sweatshirts. I
don't know w'.iat those letters mean
but they sure were nifty looking,
expecially the o.ies that looked
like my math book symi»ls. They
said that they wanted us to go to
a party with them. Sally wasn't
sure that we should go, but remember what you said, mom about
"be sure to meet people," so I
dragged her along. We went to
someplace called Green Acres or
something and we had the niftiest
time there, and I even had a beer
or two. They were really nice
to us, mom, and It sure was fun,
except when we got thrown In the
pool. But they apologized. But
then they bought us breakfast, so
It wasn't real bad.
Remember all that work I had
to do In high school ? No more,
dad. Up here In college I learned
that It Is easy to get good grades.
All you have to do Is take your
roommate to the Union and drink
coffee U'l.'il th-eo o'clock and le'.l
somi;.i le whAl course !s hard .mi
they will give you all the MSWO.-S
M >!ud/iiuj. Study dates are fun.
Yesterday I had a study date wttb
a f-ateralty guy and we went to
the C.I., w'.Uch Is this old English
coffee shop and we studied so long.
He says he got a 3.2 there last
quarter. It was really Interesting.
Oh, and you don't have to go to

classes either. No one takes attendances. It's really great.
I started smoking Mom, and I
hope you won't be too mad. This
guy I met In the Union gave me
a whole packet of tobacco and
paper and he taught me to roll
my own. I like the cigarettes.
He said he could gt*. me nv.'re If
I wanted It. He said I caa jet
all this tobacco in just o.as a'ckelpacket. He was real nice Mom.
I think you would like him, If
he shaved.
I got Into a little trouble last
night but nothing happened. It
was really late and I was studying
with Brad (he's this great guy who
does all sorts of nice things for
ma and he belongs to a fraternity) at his apartment and then
Brad said that it was terribly late
and that his clocks were all wrong
and that It was two o'clock In
the evening and that it was too
late for me to go back to mv
dorm.'.tory.
I was worried but
Brad let me stay overnight at
his apartment and when I got
back at nine the next morning,
no one had even noticed, since
Sally had stayed out somewhere
else. She said that her guy's clocks
had all gone bad too. S'.raiitfa
power fallu-e, but It seems 'o
be okay. The dorm .locks are.a't
eves behind or anything. Tiiey
must have a good maintenance staff
here.
I think I am In love. Brad gave
me his fraternity sweatshirt and
he says we are engaged now. I
can't wear It arou-id campus yet,
because he doesn't want to get his
fraternity brothers upset, but it
Is the neatest sweatshirt ever.
It has this huge "A," and then
an "X" and then this horseshoe
on It. Brad is so grea'.
I h.ave to 30 »>w, m.. n ?_id lad
Brad Is tak'ntf me 'o this parly
in a mi)!et In Detroit. He says
it wtll be '.ols of fun. Please
write.
Your loving ianjYer,

Mary.

